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\\'hich is the upper surface \\'hen laid. In slates \\'hich arc na1bl
at the centre, the lap is the distance by "·hich the tail of one
slate overlaps the head of the second one beneath it. The
gauge is in all cases the basis for the setting out of the slating.
Rendering consists in covering the under side of lhc slate
with hair mortar. This is an operation often adopted \1·hen the
slates arc laid on battens, and it is sometimes cmploy1'd ll"lir11
the roof is hoarded, by laying the slates on the mortar, which has
first been applied directly to the boards. Rendering prevents
the wind from blowing rain or snow tl1roush the crevices when
felt is not used over the boards. It is not so effective when
slates arc laid on battens, as they are likely to �ettlc and crack
the rendering. The great objection to rendering is that it is
liable lo shrink slightly and leave a joint between it and the
slate, through which moisture will be drawn by capillary attrac
tion. This moisture, when reaching the timber or boarding, is
liable to set up dry rot.
Shouldering is the application to the head of each slate, to
a depth of 2 inches, of a thin bed of hair mortar or slater's
cement. Shouldering is resorted to only in very exposed
situations.
Torching is the pointing of the joints between the heads and
tails of the slates from the under side with hair mortar or slater's
cement, and is done after the dates arc laid ; it is of little value,
as it soon falls out, lea\·ing the joints open. Both torching and
shouldering are resorted to only when slates are laid on battens,
to prevent wind, wet, and dust from blowing through.
Methods of Nailing.-There are two methods of nailing
slates : ff cad-nailing and cC11tre-;iaili11g. In head-nailing the
nail holes arc punched
., .. � ;,
ahout l inch from the
top, as at a, Fig. 7,
-=-.,;��-�
a
and the tails of the
next two courses, as b
and c, lap over the
nail h o I e s.
Should
-J;
-�
the f i r s t-c o v e r i n g
slate b be broken, the
nails arc still pro
t e c t e d f r o m the
weather hy the lap of
the second - covering
Fie. 7
slate c. The objection
to this method is the leverage exerted by the wind. In the
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c:1se of large slales, the wind, if it gets under the slates, acts
with such a leverage :is lo threaten the security of the covering.
Head-n:1iling was at
one lime almost universally adopted, hut
is now in less general
fa,·our.
As regards· centre
(h
,i
nailing, ho I cs are
punched at adislance
from the tail of the
,i
slate equal to a little
more than the gauge
plus the lap, as at a,
Fig. 8. Although by
this method there is
only the protect ion
F,c. 8
a ffordecl by one slate
o,·er each nail hole, the greater securily of fixing is considered
to be a more than counterbalancing advantage.
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Lap and Gauge of Slates.-The lap of slates is usually
not less than 3 inches, except in the case of small slates employed
on roofs of steep pitch, where a lap of 2} inches is sometimes
acfopted, but the lap of random-sized slates should not in any
case be less than 3 inches. The size and lap of the slates being
given, the gauge must be ascertained by calculation. In the
case of he:1d-nailed slates, the gauge is equal to half the remainder
obtained by subtracting the lap from the distance of the line
of the nail holes from the bottom of the slate. Thus, the gauge
of 16" x 8" slates nailed at the head and laid with a 3-inch lap,
the distance of the nail holes from the top of the slate being
l inch, is
(lG - l) - 3
= 6 inches
For cen trc-nailed slates, the calculation is the same, except
that in place of the distance from the nail holes to the bottom
of the slate, the full length of the slate is taken.

Tl1c· g:rngr nf �O" x IO" ,bk'- nailed at the centre and laid
willi a :l-i11d1 lap i.;
�(} - :l
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Cut Slates.-Thc tail-ends of slates arc sometimes cut on
the corners so as to give, when laid. a semi-octagonal or triangular
margin, and when so treated arc termed cut slates. This method
is sometimes adopted in the case of a band of slates of a colour
different from the rest of the roof, provided to relieve the other
wise even colouring.
Cut slates also tend to shed the water more rapidly than
square-end slates. as their form acts as a i;uidc. carryi11b the
water lo a point it readily leaves, thereby clearin� the ro11f
quickly; while. with square slates. the water lodges in the
joints, accumulates on the lower cd i; c. and drips off so slowly
that the joints are wet when the rest of the roof is dry. In a hard
winter, the alternate frcc1.ing and thawing arc likely to loosen
the slates and cause thr. edges to crumble. A roof covered with
cut slates is, howe\'cr, not so strong as one covered with square
slates, on account of the material which is cut away.
Sorting and Piling Slates. - Sortini; and piling slates
preparatory to layini; is a most important detail of the sinter's
work. The slates shi,uld he piled with their edges up, lhe pile
in no case bcin� more than 3 feet Ii inches in hci�ht; the ends of
the tiers may be held up by laying a pile of slates on the Oat,
while the top of the pile should be covered with slates laid Oat to
keep out moisture. The slates should be sorted or selected by
grades o( thickness, the thinner being piled first and the thicker
next. Thick slates should be laid on the lower part of the roof,
and-the thinner at the top.
Random - Sized Slates. - Where Westmoreland or other
similar random-sized slates arc used, they arc sorted in respect of
botl: .,,ckness and size, and arc laid from eaves to ridge in courses
diminishing in size. Slates of this kind are particularly suited
for covering conical and other forms of pointed roofs, where, if
stand:ml-sized slates were used. it would be necessary to break
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joints, an undesirable procedure which can be avoided when the
slates arc of different widths.
Holing Slates.-In holing slates for the nails, it is found
that machine-punched slates are preferable to hand-punched.
In Fig. 9 (n) is shown
a s e ctio n through a
machine-punched slate;
the hole is clean cut
and gives the very best
result; while in Fig. 9 (b)
is shown a hand-punched
s l a t e wh o s e e dge i s
(a)
ragged ancl naked, the
slate consequently being
weakened. In Fig. 9 (c)
i s s h own a n o t h er
machine-punched slate,
but with the nails driven
loo tightly. The result
is as indicated. The
(cJ
slate has sprung lo its
(d)
r-,o. o
natural position, pulling
the head of the nail through, as shown, thus rendering it of little
,·:ilue for holding the slate. In fir{. !l (cl) is shown a machine
punched slate with the nail insufficiently driven; the nail head
may then he forced through the upper slate by pressure from above.
The slates in the illustra lion are shown of an exaggerated
thickness, and it will be observed that they are quite parallel,
which they would not be when laid in position, the tiling fillet
at the ca\"es lifting th� tails of the slates in the eaves course.
In the other courses the tails will rest on the slates beneath and
the hc:ids on the roof boarding.
Trimming Centre-Nailed Slates. - When the slates are
centre-nailed, the stater usually trims the top portion about
¾ inch on the right-hand side, as shown at a in Fig. 10. This
gives him a little freedom to move the slate either way, so that
the tails of the slates may keep a perfectly true line when laid.
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of which it can be fastened to a board or wooden log. The axe
is then taken in hand, and by means of the cutting edge a the
slate is trimmed off along the iron straightedge at any point
desired. The pick b at the back of the axe is used for holing
slates for nails, when this is done by hand.
In (b) is shown the ripper, a thin steel blade about 2 feet long
with a projecting han<lJe a. It is used by a slater, when repairing
a roof, for removing broken slates. The shaped and flattened
end b is slipped up under the slate and by a sharp movement of
the tool the nails arc cut in two, thus allowing the broken slate
to be drawn out preparatory to inserting a new one. The
stater's hammer is shown in (c). It consists of a hammer head a
used for driving the nails when fixing slates, a pointed end b for
holing a slate, when
this has to be done on
the roof, and a claw c
at the side to pull out
broken or d e f ee t i ve
nails.
Placing the
Slates.-In commenc
ing to slat e a roo�
the first course is laid
at the eaves, and in
all good work is laid
double, the lower or
undercaves c o u r s e
having a length equal
to the gauge plus the
lap, as s e e n at a,
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Fig. 13, and should project over the eaves or gutter edge from
1 ½ to 2 inches, as at b. All the courses must be laid so as to
break joints, as shown at c. Tfie last course, as at d, is known
as a finisher, and is put on to receive the ridge roll.
When the edges of a slate are trimmed, the face, which is
placed upon the iron straightedge, remains true and regular;
while the edge of the slate on the other face is rough and uneven,
and forms a ragged splay. In laying the slates, the smooth
side of the slate is placed face downwards, so as to make a close
fit at the tail with the slate underneath. This applies to all
slates except those in the undereaves course, which, as shown
in Fig. 14, are laid with the smooth face uppermost.
Slating Curved Surfaces.-Tn slating curved surfaces, very
great care must be taken. Commencing at the lower course.
with slates from 6 to 10 inches wide, the size must gradually be
reduced until a slate 2 inches in width is reached. This is about
the smallest size that will safely cover a nail hole and keep the
weather from affecting it. Even with this width the upper
courses should be well bedded in slater's cement, which is
generally composed of paint skins and refuse lead, as should also
all hips, ridges, and joints round chimneys, buJkheads, gables,
and parapet walls.
Repairing Slated Roofs.-The ·broken slate is removed by
means of the ripper, and a new slate is inserted ; but as the new
slate cannot be nailed, on
account of the slates already
fixed on the roof being in the
way, it is secured by means
of lead or copper tacks, which
are narrow strips o{ metal
about½ inch wide hooked over
the head of the slate below.
as at a, Fig. 19. The new
l'IG. JO
slate b is then inserted and
the lead or copper tack is turned up over its tail, as shown at c.
There should always be two tacks to each new slate inserted.
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INTERESTING

FINDS

A recent acquisition of a batch of moulding planes
as
is" produced some interesting finds. A very nice example
of a quirked ogee by John Sym (I.SYM, 1753-1802) was
noted before the purchase, but three others came to light
on further examination. A 3/16" side bead by Stothert, of
Bath (probably 1800-1830), a �18 round by James or John
Kendall, Bristol (I. Kendall, 1765-1800), and a 1/4" side
bead by John Wyllie.
This last maker is mentioned in
Goodman's book but there are no details, dates or
examples noted.
There is a reference to his association
with Archibald Mcvicar of Perth, 1850-1870 (Mcvicar &
Wyllie).
The name order suggest Whyllie was the junior
partner, though it may simply be alphabetical. The name
was probably pronounced "Wiley" ("Smellie" is probnounced
"Smiley" in Scotland).
There are two previous owners'
names; Hayball, and Ferris. The maker's name is incuse
and rendered as Jn WYLLIE
Although this plane may not be as exciting a find as a
Jennion, perhaps, it is still of considerable interest as
an example from a maker of relative obscurity.

Fig. 69.-Hollow Piano.

Fig. 70.-Round Plane.

Fig. 67.

Fig. n.-Saab
Pia.no.

Fig. n.-Sub Fig. 7 3.-Ogeo
Plane.
Moulding Plane.

Fig. 66.
tlga. 88, 87, a.nd 68.-Bead Plane.

Fig. 68.

